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Serving Arizona Polio Survivors since 1985
When I was a child being raised in a small town in Nebraska,
Valentines Day was a very special event at my elementary
school. In January we got to decorate “mail boxes, the teacher
put a slit in them so Valentines could be sent to our friends. My
sister and I often made homemade Valentines as store bought
ones were too expensive. Our mom got us a collection of items
to use in making our cards—buttons, lace, colored paper, ribbon
and other things. Then on Valentine’s Day we got to open our
“mail boxes” and enjoy heart shaped cookies with our classmates
and teacher. I think the tradition and simplicity of years gone by
is a real loss to this current generation. Below I have reprinted a
brief history of how Valentines Day came into being. I hope you
enjoy this and have a Happy Valentines Day.
Valentine's Day, also called Saint Valentine's Day or the Feast of
Saint Valentine, is an annual holiday celebrated on February 14.
It originated as a Western Christian liturgical feast day honoring
one or more early saints named Valentinus, and is recognized as
a significant cultural and commercial celebration in many regions
around the world, although it is not a public holiday in any country. Several martyrdom stories associated with the various Valentines that were connected to February 14 were added to later
“martyrologies”, including a popular hagiographical account of
Saint Valentine of Rome which indicated he was imprisoned for
performing weddings for soldiers who were forbidden to marry
and for ministering to Christians, who were persecuted under the
Roman Empire. According to legend, during his imprisonment,
Saint Valentine healed the daughter of his jailer, Asterius, and before his execution, he wrote her a letter signed "Your Valentine"
as a farewell. The day first became associated with romantic love
within the circle of Geoffrey Chaucer in the 14th century, when
the tradition of courtly love flourished. In 18th-century England, it
evolved into an occasion in which lovers expressed their love for
each other by presenting flowers, offering confectionery, and
sending greeting cards (known as "valentines"). In Europe, Saint
Valentine's Keys are given to lovers "as a romantic symbol and
an invitation to unlock the giver’s heart", as well as to children, in
order to ward off epilepsy (called Saint Valentine's Malady). Valentine's Day symbols that are used today include the heartshaped outline, doves, and the figure of the winged Cupid. Since
the 19th century, handwritten valentines have given way to massproduced greeting cards.
Janna L. Peyton, President
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To help answer some questions received from our Members about Swallowing:
Excerpt from British Polio
Post Polio Syndrome a Guide to Management for Health Care Professionals
3.9.3 Recommended management of dysphagia If dysphagia is suspected then referral, which should be classed as urgent if there is a significant risk of aspiration, to a
Speech and Language Therapist is recommended as investigation is a specialist undertaking. A careful history and assessment of the respiratory system, phonation and
swallowing function should be followed, when indicated, by a barium swallow and
fibre-optic endoscopic examination of the swallowing process. The referral should advise that any tests which involving observing muscle action need to involve several
repetitions to assess the impact of abnormal neuromuscular fatigue due to PPS on
swallowing ability.
3.9.3.1 Precautions: The patient history with Polio and the possibility of sub-clinical
damage needs to be taken into account when assessing and prescribing tests or
treatments.
3.9.3.2 Monitoring: Because weakness in PPS can progress, regular review of any
Polio survivor who complains of swallowing difficulty should be undertaken with specialist referral and investigation as above as necessary. Lung function should be assessed during each review. See Page 4
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It was a great surprise to have Tom Eiff of the
Rincon Rotary Club, present a generous check to Polio
Epic at our Holiday Luncheon. We have had a long
relationship with the Rincon Rotary through our late
friends Ed Boyles and Jim Aslin.
Our "Speakers Bureau" of volunteers from Polio Epic spoke
at many Rotary meetings in Southern Arizona, highlighting
the current information on Post Polio Syndrome and the
"late effects of Polio" known as Post Polio Sequlae . We
shared information in an easily understood non -medical
manner, and we were always happy to answer questions.
On November 10, 2016 Tom asked me to come to the
luncheon and speak briefly about some of the changes
and challenges many of us are now experiencing, what a fun group they are!
On April 22, 2012 Polio Epic partnered in an event sponsored by Southern Arizona Rotarians. The event was to raise funds for the polio vaccinations of children. We were privileged
to get to watch the documentary movie The Shot Felt Around the World, the Untold
Pittsburgh Story. The most famous guest present was Dr. Peter Salk the son of Dr. Jonas
Salk. The event was successful and we helped raise almost $10,000 for the Rotary Plus
effort.
On November 7, 2015, Karla Carr and Marty Cutler participated on a panel for the
Rotary Foundation Conference held in Tucson. They spoke on the difficulties many of us are
now experiencing, as we need to accept lifestyle changes to better use and conserve
our energy. This may mean using canes, crutches, braces as well as wheelchairs and scooters. These changes are also affecting our family members and friends, who are concerned
about our physical and emotional well being.
I believe that Rotary is starting to understand what we Polio survivors are experiencing, and realizing WE ARE STILL HERE!
Thank you Rincon Rotary and others.

Joanne Yager
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3.9 Dysphagia (swallowing) Swallowing is the voluntary action of forming a food bolus in the mouth, transferring this to the oropharynx and then passing the bolus into the oesophagus. During this process the airway is fully protected. The centres for muscle action
and coordination are in the brain and can be affected
in bulbar Poliomyelitis. Shared anatomy and innervation are involved in airway protection, swallowing and
voice production. The development of new weakness
and fatigue in the swallowing mechanism as a result of
Post Polio syndrome can place nutrition, the airway
and the lungs at risk. Since Polio survivors frequently
have diminished respiratory reserve, there is therefore an appreciable risk to
health. Difficulty with swallowing is a commonly reported problem for survivors of
acute Polio (10%-15%) and those with PPS (10%-22%) 100 and as many as
20%-60% of those who had acute bulbar Polio168. A survey of Polio survivors in
the USA showed that 27% of the sample population complained of swallowing
difficulties169. A subsample of twenty one individuals underwent videofluoroscopy; twenty (95%) showed swallowing abnormalities. Evidence of bulbar
Poliomyelitis was found in 75% of Polio survivors with swallowing difficulties170.
This study further showed that, in a randomly selected group of Polio survivors,
31 of 32 showed evidence of disordered swallowing with two subjects having
some evidence of aspiration. In a more recent investigation, Söderholm,
Lehtinen et al.171 found a prevalence of daily difficulties in swallowing or voice
production of 29%. Disordered swallowing occurs in both paralytic and nonparalytic Polio survivors; Ramlow et al.41 found such problems in 6% of a nonparalytic sample and in 7% of a larger paralytic sample. A UK survey reported
18% with swallowing difficulties16. There is evidence of a slowly progressive deterioration similar to that of PPS and also some evidence that new symptoms
may not correspond to the original symptoms and that people with mild symptoms may not report them168. Complications associated with difficulty swallowing, such as aspiration pneumonia, can be life threatening and it is important that
patients with PPS are assessed for possible risks. 3.9.1 Presentation: The following symptoms and signs should raise concerns about dysphagia: prolonged
mealtimes especially when fatigued choking or coughing especially with liquids
occasional inability to complete a swallow voice change after eating (“gurgling”)
unintended weight loss episodes of airway obstruction chest infections, including
aspiration pneumonia 3.9.2 Assessment : A self-assessment questionnaire is a
first step in determining the level and impact of swallowing difficulty. Effects of
medication and other medical conditions or surgical procedures need to be excluded. Any tests which include observing muscle action need to involve several
repetitions to assess the impact of abnormal neuromuscular fatigue due to PPS
on swallowing ability.
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Would you recognize the word Murgatroyd? - Heavens
to Murgatroyd! Lost Words from our childhood: Words gone as fast as the buggy whip! Sad
really! The other day, a not so elderly (65) lady said something to her son about driving a Jalopy and he looked at
her quizzically and said what the heck is a Jalopy? OMG
(new phrase!) - he had never heard of the word jalopy!!
She knew she was old but not that old. Well, I hope you
are Hunky Dory after you read this and chuckle - by Richard Lederer. About a month
ago, I illuminated some old expressions that have become obsolete because of the
inexorable march of technology. These phrases included "Don't touch that dial,"
"Carbon copy," "You sound like a broken record" and "Hung out to dry."

Back in the olden days we had a lot of moxie. We'd put on our best bib and
tucker to straighten up and fly right - Heavens to Betsy! Gee whillikers! Jumping Jehoshaphat! Holy moley! We were in like Flynn and living the life of Riley and even a
regular guy couldn't accuse us of being a knucklehead, a nincompoop or a pill.
Not for all the tea in China! Back in the olden days, life used to be swell but when is
the last time anything was swell? Swell has gone the way of beehives, pageboys and
the D.A, of spats, knickers, fedoras, poodle skirts, saddle shoes
and pedal pushers. Oh, my aching back. Kilroy was here but he
is not anymore.
We wake up from what surely has been just a short nap and before we can say, well I'll be a monkey's uncle!/This is a fine kettle
of fish! - we discover that the words we grew up with, the words
that seemed omnipresent as oxygen, have vanished with scarcely a notice from our tongues and our pens and our keyboards.
Poof, go the words of our youth, the words we've left behind. We
blink and they're gone. Where have all those phrases gone? Long gone: Pshaw/The
milkman did it/Hey! It's your nickel. Don't forget to pull the chain/Knee high to a
grasshopper. Well, Fiddlesticks! Going like sixty. I'll see you in the funny papers. Don't take any wooden nickels/Heavens to Murgatroyd! It turns out there are
more of these lost words and expressions than Carter has liver pills. This can be disturbing stuff! We of a certain age
have been blessed to live in changeful times. For a child
each new word is like a shiny toy, a toy that has no age. We
at the other end of the
chronological arc have the advantage of remembering there
are words that once did not exist and there were words that
once strutted their hour upon the earthly stage and now are
heard no more, except in our collective memory. It's one of
the greatest advantages of aging. See ya later, alligator!
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Swallowing Exercises

Your physician or speech-language pathologist will select which exercises are useful to improving your
swallowing function. If an exercise is not selected, do not attempt it without consulting your medical
team. They will develop a program customized and unique to the needs of each patient. This includes
the number of repetitions, the number of seconds each exercise should be performed, and the rest period between exercises. This information (instruction and videos), unless other noted, have been provided to the NFOSD by the UC Davis Health System, Department of Otolaryngology. The material is copyrighted. All rights associated with this copyrighted material will be enforced. It is being made available
free of charge to all physicians and speech language pathologists to be used by their patients. This material is also available on the iPhone and iPad using the free iSwallow™ app.
1. Effortful Swallow: Collect all the saliva in your mouth onto the center of your tongue. Keep your lips
closed and tight together. Pretend you are swallowing a grape whole in one big, hard swallow. The
number of repetitions is patient specific.
2. Isokinetic (dynamic) Shaker: The number of repetitions defined by your clinician is considered a
set. You should perform the set twice (resting briefly between each set). You should then rest for two
minutes and then repeat this exercise as many times as directed by your clinician
3. Isometric (static) Shaker: Rest for one minute between repetitions.
4. Jaw Thrust: Move your lower jaw as far forward as you can. Your lower teeth should be in front of
your upper teeth. Note, patients with jaw replacement should use extra caution before performing this
exercise so as not to stress the jaw bone. The length of time for each repetition and number of repetitions is patient specific.
5. Lollipop Swallowing: Place a sugarless lollipop in your mouth and lick. Lick three times and
then do an effortful swallow with your lips firmly pressed together. Swallow as hard as you can. The
number of repetitions is patient specific.
6. Masako Maneuver: Stick your tongue out of your mouth between your front teeth and gently bite
down to hold it in place. Swallow while keeping your tongue gently between your teeth. You can let go
of your tongue between swallows and repeat. The number of repetitions is patient specific.
7. Mendelsohn Maneuver: Place your middle three fingers (index, middle, ring) on your Adam’s Apple
(the skin in front of your neck beneath your chin). Swallow once to practice. Feel your Adams Apple
slide upward as you swallow. Now, swallow again and when your Adam’s Apple gets to its highest position in the throat, squeeze your throat muscles and hold it as high as you can for as long as your clinician has directed for this exercise (or as long as you can if you can’t hold it for this length of time. The
length of time for each repetition and number of repetitions is patient specific.
8. Supraglottic Maneuver: Perform this exercise if and only if directed by your clinician. Your clinician
should also provide direction as to the position of your head (tucked, right, left, straight). Collect a small
bit of saliva in mouth. Take a deep breath and hold your breath (if the vocal folds are not closed then try
to inhale and say ah, turn off your voice and hold your breath). Keep holding your breath while you
swallow. Immediately after you swallow, cough. Practice with saliva prior to food or liquid. The number
of repetitions is patient specific.
9. Tongue Exercise (Part A): Stick your tongue out as far as possible. Hold it steady in that position for
the length of time directed by your clinician. Try to stick your tongue out slightly farther after each attempt.
10. Tongue Range of Motion (Part B): Hold your chin firmly in your right or left hand and slowly stick
your tongue as far towards the corner of your mouth as you can. Move is as far to the right side as possible without moving your chin. Keeping your tongue protruded, move it slowly to the left side and alternates the right and left side 5 times. This is considered one set. The number of sets is patient specific.
11. Vocal Exercise: Say “eee” in as low a pitch as possible and then gradually raise the pitch of your
voice until the highest tone possible. Hold this tone for the length of time directed by your clinician.
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POLIO EPIC MEMBERSHIP FORM AND DUES
Type

Renewal

Has your address changed? Yes

New
Name

No
Spouse/Partner

Address

Phone

City

Date

(

)

Zip

State

Place email address if you want your newsletter via email
(Please Print Clearly)

I am UNABLE to pay dues at this time, but wish to continue my membership and receive
newsletter
Please remove my name from the mailing list. I no longer wish to receive the newsletter.

Enclosed is membership fee of $10.00 per person for one calendar
year (Sep 2016– Aug 2017)
Amount Enclosed for Membership $
Amount Enclosed for Charitable Donation $
Total Enclosed $
Make checks payable to Polio Epic, Inc. and return to P.O. Box 17556,
Tucson, AZ 85731-7556

WADLEIGH GRANTS
The Wadleigh grants are monies that we give to members for durable goods, things that
their health insurance won’t cover, and things that help them live more independently
even though they have Post Polio Syndrome! Some examples of things that we have
helped finance, repairs to a wheelchair lift, a bathtub lift, repairs to a wheelchair, Crutches, grab bars, ramps and steroid shots. If you have been a member of Polio Epic for one
year, and would like to receive a grant, fill out an application as shown on our website, or
call Dave Marsh in order to get an application. Submit a receipt or a purchase order with
the receipt...and tell us how much you need in money; up to a limit of $500. It really is as
simple as that. Frank Wadleigh was a long time member of our organization and when he
died, he surprised us all by leaving us a nice chunk of money in his will. The bequest was
simply to help polio survivors. The Board of Directors at the time, decided the best way
was to help finance those things that insurance, Medicare, and disability just didn’t cover!
Please review the guidelines and perhaps look around for a need or two that you can
make happen with help from the Wadleigh Grants!
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